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ABSTRACT 

For any Borel measure /¿ in a topological space X we 
show that T-additivity and jU-compactness are two concepts 
closely related (Theorem 2.1). Moreover, if jT is the family 
of all closed subsets of X, we give two new examples of 
Radon spaces of type (jF) which are not Radon spaces. 

RESUMEN 

Para cualquier medida de Borel ¡J, en un espacio 
topológico X probamos que los conceptos de T-aditividad 
y ^-compacidad están estrechamente relacionados (Teore
ma 2.1). Además, si !F es la familia de todos los subcon-
juntos cerrados de X, damos dos nuevos ejemplos de espa
cios de Radon de tipo {[F) que no son espacios de Radon. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 

Let X be a topological space not necessarily Hausdorff. 
We shall denote by Ç(X), J(X), ^(X), (B(X), respectively, 
the families of all open, closed, compact closed and Borel 
subsets of X. When no confusion can arise, we shall write 
Ç, y, ^ and (B instead of Ç(X), ^(X), XiX) and (B(X), respec
tively. 

A nonempty family ñ of subsets of X is called directed 
upwards if for each A, B in SI there is C in Jl such that A 
\j B dC. If ji is directed upwards and A^ = KJ ñ., we write 

A TA„. 

A Borel measure in Z is a countably additive measure 
on (B. If /i is a Borel measure in X and A c X, we let 

and 

A¿*(A) = inf {^(G): A c G € Ç] 

li,{A) = sup iniF): A ZD F e f). 

Let // be a Borel measure in X A set 5 G (B is called 

a) jji-outer regular if il{B) = ll'^iB)', 

b) ¡Ji-inner regular if jU(5) = ¡l^iB). 

The measure ji is called 

A) locally finite if each jc G X has an open neighbor
hood V^ such that IJi{V^ < +0 ;̂ 

B) 1-additive if sup {¡Ji{G): G e Çj = ¡niGJ for each 
ç^ŒÇ With Ç, Î G,; 

C) inner regular if each B e (B is jU-inner regular; 

D) outer regular if each B e (B is ^-outer regular; 

E) regular if it is outer and inner regular. 

If X is a Tj topological space, a Borel measure ^ in X 
is called diffused when /i({x}) = 0 for each x e X. 

If X is a Hausdorff space, a Radon measure in X is a 
locally finite Borel measure ^ in X such that 

li{B) = sup {iu(K): B Z) K e X} 

for each B e. *B. 

The Radon measures were introduced in 1973 by L. 
Schwartz in [7]. In the same year, B. Rodriguez-S aliñas 
introduces in [6] the Radon measures of type ( ^ in arbi
trary topological spaces, replacing the compact inner reg
ularity of Radon measures by the //-compact one. 

Let ^ be a Borel measure in X. A set B G (B is called 
¡x-compact if for each e> 0 and each open cover Q^^ of B 
there is a finite subfamily Ç^ oí Ç^ such that ii{B - KJ Ç\) 
< e. 
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Let íH be a family of closed subsets of X. A Borel 
measure fi in X is called a Radon measure of type (íH) if 
each He i^ is a ^-compact set with finite /x-measure and 

lUiB) = sup {^(//): B •=:> H e 9{} 

for each B e (B. 

Clearly, each Radon measure jU in X is a Radon meas
ure of type (90- For a extensive treatment of Radon meas
ures of type (9{) we refer to [5]. 

The space X is called a Radon space when each finite 
Borel measure in X is a Radon measure. For properties of 
Radon spaces we refer to ([7], Section 3, Chapter II) and 
([2], Section 11). 

For any family íH of closed subsets of X, P. Jiménez 
Guerra and B. Rodriguez-Salinas introduce in [4] the Ra
don spaces of type (^. The space X is called a Radon 
space of type (íH) when each finite Borel measure in X is 
a Radon measure of type (íH). 

Clearly, a Radon space is a Radon space of type (X)-

For any Borel measure ¡J. in X, we show in this paper 
that the concepts of /i-compactness and T-additivity are 
closely related. Indeed, when íH ci^ and ¡Ji satisfy the two 
following properties 

a) For each H e íH there is G e ^ with H a G and 
11{G) <+oo^ 

b) ii{G) = sup {/^(H): G Z) H e 9{}for each G e g, 

we establish that jj. is T-additive if and only if each H e íH 
is a jU-compact set (Theorem 2.1). 

This result lets to give other equivalent definition of 
Radon measure of type {!H) which replaces the //-compact
ness of each H e !Hhy the T-additivity of p., whenever !H 
satisfies above property (a) (Corollary 2.2). 

Moreover, we deduce that each regular, hereditarily 
Lindelof space (in particular, each separable metric space) 
is a Radon space of type (!F) (Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 
2.5), and we give two examples of Radon spaces of type 
(!F) which are not Radon spaces (Examples 3.1 and 3.2). 

For the last example we shall recall some standar re
sults. 

IfYaX, then ^(Y) = {B n Y: B e <B(X)} ([2], Prop
osition 3.4). 

Let /¿ be a Borel measure in X and let 

p®(A) = inf {p(B): A cz B e^ (X)} 

for each A cz X. Then the restriction p y ^^ 1^ ^^ ^ ( ^ is 
a Borel measure in Y. We say that // y is the restriction to 
Y of Borel measure p. If p is outer regular, then p® = jU* 
and jU y is outer regular for each F c X ([2], Proposition 
3.6). 

2. THE RESULTS 

Theorem 2.1. Let íH (Z(B and let pbe a Borel measure 
in X with the following properties: 

a) For each H e íH there is G e Ç such that H cz G 
and p(G) < +oo; 

b) p(G) = sup {p(H): G Z) H e íH}for each G e Ç. 

Then p is T-additive if and only if each He 9{ is p-
compact. 

Proof. Assume that p is T-additive and let H e íH. Let 
jl be an open cover of H and let e > 0. By (a), there is G 
e Ç such that H cz G and p{G) < +oo. Let ^ be the family 
of all finite unions of the sets A r\ G where A e ñ. and let 
V̂  = u 'ï̂ . Then 'î  Î V̂  and as p is T-additive, we have 

sup {p{V): V e V] = p(VJ < p(G) < +oo 

hence there is V G 1̂  such that p(V^ - V) < e, and if 

y = IJ" (A^ P I G ) with A^ e Rfor i = 1, 2,..., n, we have 

^(/f-u:,A)^/^(v„-u;L,A)^Mv„-v)<^. 
Thus H is /i-compact. 

Conversely, assume that each H e íHis /i-compact and 
leiU (z g such that U Î U^. For each H e 9Í with H c 
UQ and for each £ > 0 there is a finite subfamily Zl^ of Zl 
such that p(H - \j U^) < e, and there is U^ e U such that 
Kj Uy d i/j, hence 

p{H) <p(u tlO + li{H - u Ux) 

<li{U,) + £ 

<sup {p{U)\ U e Zl} + £. 

It follows that 

p(UJ< sup {p(U): UeU). 

The reverse inequality is obvious. Therefore, p is T-
additive. 

Corollary 2.2. Let HczJ and let pbe a Borel measure 
in X with the following properties: 
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a) For each H e íH there is G e Ç such that H cz G 
and ll{G) < +oo; 

b) ¡Ji{B) = sup {lLi(H): B ZD H e 0{}for each B e (B. 

Then fi is a Radon measure of type (^ in X if and only 
if ¡I is T-additive. 

Proof. By (a), ii{H) < +oo for each H e 9{ and by 
Theorem 2.1, each H e 9{ h /i-compact if and only if /i is 
T-additive. 

Corollary 2.3. Let H cz J^ and let fi be a finite, T-
additive Bore I measure in X. Then ¡x is a Radon measure 
of type (9Í) in X if and only if 

IX(B) = sup {/x(H): B z) H e 9{) 

for each B e 'B. 

Proof. It follows from Corollary 2.2. 

Lemma 2.4. Let ¡ibe a Borel measure in a hereditari
ly Lindelof space X. Then ¡Ji is T-additive. 

Proof. Let Ç^ (z g such that Q^ Î g^. Since g^ is 
Lindelof, there is a sequence (G„) c g^ such that 

^o=\Sn=\^ri' Set ^ n = U L l ^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^ U E N . ThcU 

{U^ is increasing and for each n E N there is V^ E g^ such 
that U^ e y^, hence 

MGJ = sup {^l{U,)^. n E N} 

< sup {M^n): n E N} 

< sup {MG): G E ^ J . 

The reverse inequality is obvious. 

Theorem 2.5. Each regular, hereditarily Lindelof 
space X is a Radon space of type (f). 

Proof. Let jU be a finite Borel measure in X. By above 
lemma, /i is T-additive. Since X is regular, from ([2], Prop
osition 6.10) it follows that each G E ^ is ^-inner regular, 
and from ([2], Proposition 6.2) we deduce that JLI is regular. 
Consequently, ^ is a Radon measure of type (^) by Corol
lary 2.3. 

Corollary 2.6. Each separable metric space X is a 
Radon space of type (jT). 

Lindelof (see, e. g. [1]) and from Theorem 2.5, it follows 
that X is a Radon space of type (JF). 

On the other hand, (B(X) = iS([0,l)) where íB([0,l)) 
denotes the cr-algebra of the Borel subsets of [0,1) for the 
Euclidean topology. Let X be the Lebesgue measure in X. 
Since X is diffused and the compact subsets of X are at 
most countable ([1], 3.1 (b)), we have X(K) = 0 for each K 
e ^(X), whereas X(X) = 1. Thus X is not a Radon measure 
in X. Therefore, X is not a Radon space. 

Example 3.2. There are sets F c [0, 1] such that both 
Y and [0, 1] - F contain only countable compact subsets 
(see [3], 10.2). Such sets are called Berstein sets. 

Let F be a Berstein set with the Euclidean topology. 
Then F is a separable metric space, hence it is a Radon 
space of type (^) by Corollary 2.6. 

Let X be the Lebesgue measure in [0,1]. Since !F([0,l]) 
= !?C([0,1]), we have 

A.(F) = sup {X(K): Y ^ Ke ^([0,1])} = 0. 

On the other hand. If F c G E ^([0,1]) then [0,1] - G 
is a compact set contained in [0,1] - F, hence [0,1] - G is 
countable and since X is diffused, Â([0,1]) - G) = 0 and so, 
X(G) = 1. Consequently, 

A*(F) = inf {X(G): F c G E ^([0,1])} = 1. 

Let ;U = A y the restriction to F of X. Since /i is diffused, 
/i(/0 = 0 for each K e ^(Y). Since fi is outer regular, /x(F) 
= yl*(F) = 1. Thus ^ is not a Radon measure in F. There
fore, F is not a Radon space. 
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